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How to reach your target audience 
with data-driven advertising,

and how can we help?







We reach a lot of people, every day.

2.8 million people
= 

7x Tomorrowland, every day.



Which brings together a lot of data.

+40
sites

300 million
pageviews / month

12,8 million
unique browsers / month



Which brings together a lot of data.



More importantly, we have a huge registered reach.

4,76 million
registered users at 

Mediahuis

3,4 million
active registered users at 

Mediahuis / month

> 50%
authenticated reach

1st party data





Our data driven
personalized advertising 

includes:

PREDEFINED
SEGMENTS

LOOKALIKE 
MODELLING

TAILOR MADE
AUDIENCES

>> OPTIMIZATION DURING AND AFTER 
CAMPAIGN

How does this translate into a data-driven advertising strategy?



We use our data to build 
qualitative standard audiences.



INTERESTS
1ST PARTY DATA

SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC

Age
Gender

Location

IN-MARKET INTEREST

INTENT

Vroom
Jobat

Zimmo
Webshops

READING BEHAVIOUR

Cars
Sports

Fashion
Business

….

We use this data to build qualitative standard audiences.

Female
Age 25-54

Living in Ghent
Incomeclass 1-2

Movers
Recently Moved

Car Buyers

Parents with Kids
Foodies

Ecologists
Festival Lovers



IAB

Sports

Fashion

Television

News & 
Politics

text mining

These audiences are continuously being monitored and refined.
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80% 40%
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These audiences are continuously being monitored and refined.

Top-10% of soccer 
lovers

Top-30% of soccer 
lovers



48% women
51% men

58% is 18-44 y.o.

> 170k monthly active visitors

DMP Mediahuis – march 2020



Extra/film-dvd

Extra/film-dvd

Hbvl2/film

tags or
text mining

De-beste-films, Film, Filmrecensies, Filmfestival-
Gent, Dvd

DMP Mediahuis – march 2020



We use our data to tailor audiences 
& data solutions.



MEDIAHUISADVERTISER

Matching of data sources

Pixel based retargeting
Match Databases

Match DMP’s

1. Reach your own customers on our website 



1. Reach your own customers on our website 

Retargeting pixel

Our tracking 
script is added 
to your website

(all pages or 
specific pages)

And retarget 
them on our 

sites 

Allowing us to 
build segments 
of surfers who 

visited your 
website (pages)



1. Reach your own customers on our website 

Match databases

Your database

Your list of clients 
and their identifiers 
(e-mail, name, 
surname, …)

Our list of surfers with 
their identifiers (e-mail, 
name, surname, 
address, …)



1. Reach your own customers on our website 

Match DMP’s (Data Management Platform)

Your DMP

Your DMP 
audiences/
segments

Our DMP

Our DMP 
audiences/
segments

Cookies 
are 

matched



MEDIAHUISADVERTISER

2. Reach new customers on our website 



3. Reach similar customers

Target customers similar
to your customers

Look-a-like modeling
based on surfing

behaviour or retargeting

MEDIAHUISADVERTISER



Pixel

LOOKALIKES OF 
Website visitors

Database matching

LOOKALIKES OF 
Clients

LOOKALIKES OF
Segments 

3. Reach similar customers

DMP



LOOKALIKES OF 
Ad clickers

3. Reach similar prospects

Ad



4. In the dark on who your target audience is? 

ADVERTISER

Let us help you 
discover and profile

your customers.



PixelDatabase matching

Profile your customers or prospects

AdDMP



What are your visitors’ interests? What topics do 
they read about? 

Where are your visitors from?

How many males vs. females?

How old are your visitors?

Which of our other segments do your visitors 
belong to? 

Profile your customers or prospects



Profile your customers or prospects

We can use
insights to:

Better understand your audience

Better understand difference between different audiences 
(e.g. surfers who do & don’t convert on your website)

Optimally target campaigns to your audience(s)

Adjust banners (CTA, look & feel, etc.) to your target group’s 
interests



Discover your customers with native content

Native advertising will
segment you audience

based on their interest in
your native ad content

MEDIAHUIS

NATIVE CONTENT

ADVERTISER



Discover your customers with native content

Content profiling: discover your niche audience by attracting them with content that’s fully 
tailored to their interests & profile.



Discover your customers with native content

Content profiling: discover your niche audience by attracting them with content that’s 
fully tailored to their interests & profile.

We build a custom segment of these readers, which will remain available to your and 
your future campaigns within the MH network. 



Discover your customers with native content

Example case: a bank wanted to reach starting investors, a niche & hard-to-discover 
audience. 

Through native content, fully tailored to the target audience, (“beleggen als Buffet voor
beginners”, “1 op 3 Belgen belegt, wat houdt jou tegen?”), we were able to build a custom 
segment of starting investors, readily available to be used again in future campaigns. 



PIXEL ON
YOUR SITE

MATCHING
DATABASES/DMP’S

NATIVE
CONTENT

TARGETED
CAMPAIGNS

Combine it as you like it!



PIXEL ON
YOUR SITE

MATCHING
DATABASES/DMP’S

NATIVE
CONTENT

TARGETED
CAMPAIGNS

Combine it as you like it!



A B
AB TESTING AUDIENCE
10% free impressions for

advertiser delivered to control 
group

PERFORMANCE CONTROL
When the targeted group is 

performing less than control 
group, we can intervene. 

1ST WEEK OF CAMPAIGN
A-group: 0.17% CTR
B-group: 0.17% CTR

END OF CAMPAIGN
A-group: 0.29% CTR
B-group: 0.17% CTR

ENREACH HELPED US TO 
GET INSIGHTS AND 

CHANGE THE TARGET 
GROUPS

Campaign optimization



audience
targeting

Best use of audience data

TOTAL UNIQUE 
VISITORS 
CONVERSION TOOL:
45 300

Unique visitors site: 
14 000

Unique visitors native content:
56 300

Unique visitors reached:
2 700 000

25%

15%

Unique visitors conversion tool :
6 100

44%
13%

Impressions
49 930 000

86 500 clicks
Seen the native ad, didn’t click and still
visited website afterwards. 

PIXEL ON
INSURANCE

COMPANY SITE

Case: Belgian insurance company

65%



Shortlisted for best use of audience data

4 custom made segments
created for the Insurance 

company for re-use in other
campaigns

Case: Belgian insurance company





Towards the advertiser.



All our data is GDPR compliant.

We choose not to track sensitive information.

We do not sell our readers’ data to 3rd parties.

Separate data bases for surf behaviour and identification data

Towards the reader.





Geert.Desager@mediahuis.be
Heleen.DeWinne @mediahuis.be

mediahuis.be/adverteren/inspiratie


